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STRUTTURA 
E CARATTERISTICHE
Il corso è articolato in quattro moduli
suddivisi in 13 unità, preceduti da un modulo
introduttivo, Opener, che anticipa gli aspetti
salienti dell’intero corso, e seguiti da un modulo
conclusivo, Afters, che propone modalità di
interazione con il mondo del lavoro.

I quattro moduli centrali seguono un
percorso che sviluppa tematiche strettamente
connesse con l’industria della ristorazione, in
particolare il settore della cucina e della
preparazione dei piatti, e attiva negli studenti
competenze di tipo linguistico e professionale.

Ogni unità offre numerose opportunità di
sviluppo del lessico specifico e momenti di
riflessione sulle strutture grammaticali di
particolare utilità.

Le attività e gli esercizi proposti sono
mirati allo sviluppo delle abilità di lettura,
scrittura, ascolto, interazione e produzione
orale.

I testi di lettura e ascolto presenti nei moduli
sono basati su documenti autentici, 
di natura professionale.

La sezione di Study Practice permette di
rinforzare i contenuti proposti nelle singole
unità e il Check back offre attività di verifica 
sui contenuti del modulo.

Quality Cooking è un corso di inglese per il terzo
anno dell’Istituto Professionale Alberghiero: si propone
di potenziare le abilità linguistiche fondamentali e di
porre le basi per lo sviluppo delle competenze
specifiche del settore.
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Opener
Welcome to

Quality Cooking

5• OPENER

1 savoury: salato

2 crisps: patatine

D
o you like eating? The majority of

us would answer yes to this

question. Some of us prefer sweet

things like chocolate, puddings and

cakes whilst others prefer savoury1

items such as crisps2, crackers and

bread.

Do you eat a healthy balanced dietmade up of the right quantity ofproteins, vitamins and carbohydrateseach day? Again, some of us wouldrespond that we do, whilst otherswould say they don’t know. They justeat what they prefer.

D
o you enjoy cooking? Here opinions

are likely to be varied. Some would

say yes, when they have enough time and

others would tell us that they hate it.

Would you like to make a career

for yourself in the world of

Catering and either become a well

known chef or write a book about

cooking? Let’s read about some people

who have done this.

In the next pages you are going to

read short biographies about two

English people who absolutely adore

cooking and have made successful

careers out of it in Great Britain.
R
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Reading

Delia Smith was born just outside London in Woking, Surrey in 1941. She
left school at 16 and had a variety of jobs including shop assistant, travel
agent, trainee hairdresser and washing dishes in a restaurant. She also
spent a year working in Italy after which she started researching traditional
English recipes.

In 1969 Delia became a cookery writer for the new “Daily Mirror
Magazine”. The “Daily Mirror” is one of Britain’s most popular daily
newspapers. Two years later, in 1971, she wrote her first book called “How
to Cheat1 at Cooking”. Since then she has written more than 20 books
selling over 10 million copies and from 1972 to 1985 she wrote for
London’s evening newspaper.

Her television career started in 1973 and over the next few years she
became known as the TV cook who did cookery courses on the television.
Many viewers2 followed her various weekly series until 2004 when she
decided to retire from television.

She is currently the Consultant Food Editor for a monthly magazine
published by Sainsbury’s, one of the largest supermarket chains3 in
England, which sells over3 million copies a month.

From the very beginning of Delia Smith’s career she has always had a
practical and inspirational approach to cooking healthy and delicious food
using simple ingredients and basic cooking techniques.

Jamie Oliver, also known as the Naked Chef is a British celebrity chef
who was born in 1975 just outside London. His parents have owned a
pub for many years so restaurants and cooking are in Jamie’s blood. By
the age of 8 he was peeling potatoes with the other kitchen staff in the
family pub and when he was 11 he was able to julienne vegetables as fast
as the others. Jamie left school at 16 and completed his formal training at
Westminster Catering College in central London.
His first job was working in the kitchen at the acclaimed River Café in
London. During his 3 years there he took part in a documentary pro-

1 cheat: barare
2 viewers: spettatori
3 chains: catene

Opener
Welcome to

Quality Cooking
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gramme about the restaurant in 1996, which was shown on television.
The following morning he was called by five of the top TV production
companies in England.
He accepted an offer from one of these production companies and in
both 1998 and 1999 he hosted his own successful series called “The
Naked Chef”. The title had no reference to nudity1 but to the simplicity of
Jamie’s recipes and ingredients.
Following the success of these programmes Jamie now has regular TV
shows both in Britain and America. He also writes for various magazines
and newspapers, has written many recipe books and is the public face of
the Sainsbury’s supermarket chain in the UK, appearing on television and
radio advertisements and in-store2 promotional material. In 1999, he was
invited to prepare a lunch for the British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, who
was entertaining the Italian Prime Minister.
A few years ago Jamie opened a not-for-profit restaurant in London, called
Fifteen. The goal3 was to train young unemployed4 people to work both
in the kitchen and on the floor5. This restaurant has become such a hit
that plans for similar restaurants are underway6 around the world.
Jamie’s other claim to fame is that he managed to convince the UK
Government to spend £280m (over 3 years) on school dinners. He began
a campaign to improve the standard of Britain’s school meals after seeing
the unhealthy food being served. As a result of this Jamie Oliver was
named “Most Inspiring Political Figure of 2005” in the TV Channel 4
Political Awards 2006.

1. Decide whether the sentences a-j below are True (T) or False (F). Correct the false sentences. 

T F

a. Delia Smith and Jamie Oliver are both over 40. U U
b. Both well known cooks have had books published. U U
c. Delia Smith is a qualified hairdresser. U U
d. She first appeared on television when she was 32 years old. U U
e. All her recipes use complicated cooking techniques. U U
f. Jamie Oliver started working in a kitchen when he was 9 years old. U U
g. Jamie Oliver always cooks with no clothes on. U U
h. Sainsbury’s is the name of a town in England. U U
i. He has cooked for the British Prime Minister, Tony Blair.  U U
j. All the people who work in Jamie’s restaurant Fifteen are professional chefs or waiters. U U

1 nudity: essere nudo
2 in-store: relativo alla catena Sainsbury’s
3 goal: obiettivo
4 unemployed: disoccupate
5 on the floor: nel ristorante
6 underway: in programma
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Opener
Welcome to
Quality Cooking

Speaking

2. Work in pairs. Discuss the following questions.

Do you like cooking? Are you a beginner or are you already a good cook? 
Have you got a favourite dish that you like preparing?
Do you ever cook for your family?
Have you ever eaten a foreign dish? What? From where?
Do you only like Italian cuisine? Why?

Grammar in brief
The Past simple vs the Present perfect

Consulta la scheda grammaticale a p. 81

3. Underline the correct alternative in the following sentences.

1.The waitresses worked / have worked ten hours yesterday.
2. I have lived / lived here for ten years.
3.The diners in the restaurant have already ate / eaten.
4. It was / has been my birthday last Tuesday.
5.The Watsons didn’t go / haven’t been on holiday last year.
6.We have known / knew each other for a long time.
7.They met / have met their friend Tony fifteen years ago.
8.“Have you ever been abroad?” “Yes, I did / have.”
9.Have you had / Did you have breakfast?
10.Susan watched / has watched TV all evening last night.
11. I have been / went shopping three times this week.
12.We didn’t see / haven’t seen her in February.

PAST SIMPLE PRESENT PERFECT

– I lived in London last year. – I have read this book.
Abitavo a Londra l’anno scorso. Ho letto questo libro.
– She went to Scotland two years ago. – We have been married for one year.
Lei andò in Scozia due anni fa. Siamo sposati da un anno.
– She didn’t go to Scotland yesterday. – Have you seen him recently?
Non è andata in Scozia ieri. L’hai visto ultimamente?
– Did he live in London in 1999? – Have you ever read this book?
Abitava a Londra nel 1999? Hai mai letto questo libro?
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People and places
Module 1

In Module 1 you will read
about some of the 
essential characteristics of
quality cooking.
You will be introduced to the
kitchen staff,
see the clothes 
they usually wear at work,
learn about their various
duties, and understand the    
importance of personal
hygiene in the kitchen.
You will learn new vocabulary
relative to cooking and
kitchens including the names
of the most important
appliances and utensils used
in the professional kitchen. 
You will also develop your
reading and comprehension
abilities with the exercises
that follow each text, and
you will practise the use of
the imperative tense, the use
of certain modal verbs
and different place
prepositions.
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BASIC COMPETENCES

- DESCRIBING THE DIFFERENT ROLES

UNDERTAKEN BY THE KITCHEN

BRIGADE

KNOWLEDGE FIELDS

- THE KITCHEN BRIGADE, THEIR DUTIES

AND ACTIVITIES

- THE IMPORTANCE OF PERSONAL HYGIENE

- THE IMPERATIVE

The staff

Reading
The kitchen brigade

1. Match the underlined words and expressions from the text
1-10 with their Italian equivalents A-J.

The next time you go to a restaurant with your family or friends and
order a meal just think about the work involved in the preparation of all
your meals. How do you think it’s possible for them to be ready at the
same time?
This military precision is no accident. In the kitchen there is a team of
people, each with a different and specific role to carry out. The name
used for this type of team is “The Kitchen Brigade”. Many large restau-
rants may use the full, traditional kitchen brigade system, consisting of
at least 12 staff, as originally created by the French chef Georges-
Auguste Escoffier while he was working at the Savoy Hotel in London
from 1890 to 1899.
To obtain the utmost efficiency and precision in the kitchen, he organ-
ised a strict hierarchical ladder of authorities, duties and functions. His
system is still used today – although the number of the brigade in the
kitchen depends on the size of the kitchen and restaurant. In fact, the
different job titles are often in French.
In all kitchens there is a lot of activity and the staff are always required
to work long hours in hot and often steamy and airless conditions.
Not only must the kitchen staff pay particular attention to personal
hygiene but they must also be able to work as part of a team.

1. q meal a. massima efficienza

2. q to be ready b. senz’aria

3. q the same time c. squadra

4. q team d. piena di vapore

5. q to carry out e. lo stesso tempo

6. q utmost efficiency f. sebbene

7. q hierarchical ladder g. pasto

8. q although h. realizzare

9. q steamy i. scala gerachica

10. q airless j. essere pronto

Unit 1



The staff pyramid

2. Choose the French equivalent for each English name and insert it in the correct space. Look at
the examples.

Chefs de Parties    Chef Garde Manger Chef Poissonnier    Chef Grillardin    Chef de Cuisine
Chef Patissier    Chef Entremétier    Sous Chef (de Cuisine)    Chef Potager    Chef Saucier

Chef Communard    Chef Rotisseur    Plongeur    Commis Chefs    Chef Tournant

11Unit 1 • The staff

HEAD CHEF / EXECUTIVE CHEF 
Organises the work in the kitchen, plans the menu
and calculates the price of each dish, directs trainees
and checks that everything is alright.

UNDER CHEF 
Assists the head chef and supervises how the food
is prepared, portioned and arranged according to
the head chef’s directions.

SECTION CHEFS 
Each chef is responsible for the preparation of 
particular food and dishes. The number of section chefs
depends on the size of the restaurant.

ASSISTANT COOKS 

Other kitchen staff include a RELIEF COOK , a STAFF COOK , a DISHWASHER

and a STOREKEEPER, who is the person responsible for the food supply and storage1.

1 food supply and storage: i viveri e la loro conservazione

CHEF DE CUISINE

CHEF
TOURNANT

Í
Í

SAUCE LARDER SOUP PASTRY FISH ROAST GRILL VEGETABLE EGG & 
COOK COOK COOK COOK COOK COOK COOK NOODLE COOK

CHEF GARDE
MANGER

The hotel kitchen is divided into PARTIES or sections under the control of a CHEF DE
PARTIE. All the PARTIES are under the control of the CHEF DE CUISINE or Head Chef /
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Unit 1 The staff

3. Read the texts on pages 10-11 again and answer the following questions.

1. Who invented the kitchen brigade system? When?
2. What are the main roles of the head chef?
3. Who assists the head chef?
4. Why is it necessary to have a kitchen brigade?
5. What are the tasks of the dishwasher and storekeeper? 

Vocabulary

4. Match the description of the roles of the different section chefs with the correct name.

SECTION CHEF ROLE

1. q Sauce Cook a. prepares the vegetables, cooks pasta and rice dishes,
eggs and pancakes

2. q Larder Cook b. cooks all kinds of roasted dishes and deep fried food

3. q Soup Cook c. prepares all sauces, cooks and garnishes all the meat,
poultry and game dishes except for the grilled or 
roasted ones

4. q Pastry Cook d. helps the section chef

5. q Fish Cook e. prepares all the soups and stocks

6. q Vegetable, Egg and Noodle Cook f. prepares cold dishes, starters, salads and sandwiches

7. q Assistant Chef g. cooks any type of fish, meat or vegetables that need
to be grilled

8. q Roast Cook h. makes all cold and hot desserts, cakes, bread

9. q Grill Cook i. prepares all fish dishes except those grilled or fried

Speaking

5. What role would you like to have in a
kitchen brigade? Why?
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Reading
Personal hygiene

6. Read the following advice on the importance of personal hygiene in the kitchen and discuss
with your partner the dos and don’ts.

A high standard of personal cleanliness plays an important part in preventing the spread of infection,
through food, from the food handler to the individual who eats the food. One of the chief ways dangerous
germs are spread is through the food we eat and drink. These germs are so small we cannot see them,
although large numbers may be found on our hands, on our faces, in our hair. 
And they thrive1 in the mouth, nose and intestinal tract. Our hands and clothes will contaminate dishes and
utensils and the food we handle, unless we follow, at all times, a high standard of personal hygiene. Everyone
who handles or comes in contact with food, or with any utensils used in its preparation, processing or service
should follow these simple rules:

1 thrive: crescere
2 harbour: dar rifugio

... and the most important rule of all:

Wash your hands with soap and hot water after using 
the toilet, after sneezing or coughing, 
after touching your hair or face, after taking any 
rubbish outside and after washing any dishes. 

DOS DON’TS

• Be clean. Shower or bathe before you go to work.

• Use a deodorant. The kitchen can be very hot and
cause to you to perspire freely.

• Jewellery should be removed.

• Cuts and sores should be covered by a suitable
coloured waterproof plaster so that it may be noticed
easily if it falls onto any food preparation. 

• Wash your hands with soap and hot water before
starting work.

• Change your clothes and shoes in a changing room –
never in the kitchen. Put them away in a locker or
cupboard – never in food storage areas.

• Don’t let your finger nails grow and never use nail
varnish.

• Do not handle food when you are ill or have an
infection. A bandage covering an injury may
harbour2 an infection.

• Uniforms should not be worn outside the work place.

• Nobody should smoke in food preparation areas.

(adapted from

www.gnb.ca/0053/foodsafety)
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Unit 1 The staff

Grammar
The imperative

IMPERATIVO ALLA FORMA AFFERMATIVA: USO

Passami lo zucchero! Pass me the sugar! ordine
Prestami la tua penna. Lend me your pen. richiesta informale
Compra quello blu. Buy the blue one. consiglio informale
Incominciamo a cucinare. Let’s start cooking. proposta

IMPERATIVO ALLA FORMA NEGATIVA: USO

Non mescolare gli Don’t mix the ordine
ingredienti! ingredients!
Non perdiamo tempo! Let’s not waste our time! proposta

7. Complete the following text by inserting the missing verb. Choose from the box.

Osserva: Per rendere l’imperativo più cortese, è meglio usare please.

add       slice      cook       peel      over-cook      heat      put bring       boil       simmer

Instructions

(1) the water into a

large saucepan, 

(2) the water to the

boil, then add the spaghetti. 

(3) steadily, separating

the strands once or

twice, until just

cooked; do not 

(4) .

Meanwhile 

(5) the

oil in the frying

pan; fry the

sausages until evenly brown.

(6) and chop the onion

and grate the apple. 

Put these into another saucepan

with the margarine.

(7) for 2-3 minutes.

Remove the skin and (8) 

the  tomatoes and (9) 

to the saucepan together with

seasoning, sugar and water.

(10) gently until just

softened.

Ingredients for 4-6 people:

• 4 pints/2 litres water
• Salt
• 8oz / 225 g spaghetti
• a little olive oil
• 1 lb / 0.5 kg sausages

For the tomato sauce:
• 2 oz / 50 g margarine
• 1 medium onion
• 1 medium apple
• 1.5 lb / 0.75 kg tomatoes
• seasoning
• pinch of sugar
• 2-3 tablespoons water

For the topping:
• little grated Cheddar or 

Parmesan cheese

LL et’s start cooking!
SPAGHETTI SAVOURY

TO SERVE: Put the strained spaghetti into a dish, top with the sauce, then
the sliced sausages and grated cheese

Put
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Speaking

3. Answer the following questions.

1. What are the duties of chefs and cooks?
2. Are you surprised at how many tasks they have?
3. Where do institutional cooks usually work?
4. Can you identify the principal difference between the tasks of a  restaurant chef and an institutional chef? 
5. In what type of place would you prefer to work? 

≤1

verbs related to a chef’s job different places where chefs work other vocabulary related to the 
kitchen, cooking and food

direct schools preparation
train cafeterias seasoning

Listen and read
What chefs and cooks do and where

1. Listen to the text and read it, then match the words taken from the passage with their
Italian equivalents.

Chefs and head cooks direct the preparation, seasoning and cooking of soups, salads, fish, meat, vegetables,
desserts and other foods. They may plan and price menu items, order supplies and keep records and accounts.
They supervise, train and observe cooks and kitchen workers. They inspect supplies, equipment and work areas.
Restaurant chefs and cooks usually prepare a wide selection of dishes, cooking orders individually. 
Institutional chefs and cooks work in the kitchens of schools, cafeterias, businesses, hospitals and other
institutions. They typically prepare large quantities of a limited number of entrées, main courses, vegetables and
desserts. Restaurant and institutional chefs and cooks weigh, measure and mix ingredients using various kitchen
utensils and equipment. They prepare meat, baked goods, fruit and vegetables for hot and cold service. They
also usually portion, arrange and garnish food. They wash pots, pans, dishes, utensils and other equipment
when necessary. 

1. q seasoning a. antipasti
2. q soups b. secondi
3. q to price c. condimento
4. q records d. misurare
5. q accounts e. minestre, zuppe
6. q entrées f. cibi cotti al forno
7. q main courses g. documentazioni
8. q to measure h. servizio di piatti caldi e freddi
9. q baked goods i. decorare

10. q hot and cold service j. stabilire il prezzo 
11. q to garnish k. rendiconti

2. Refer to the text above and find other words and expressions that can be listed under the 
following headings.
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Unit 1 The staffUnit 2

BASIC COMPETENCES

- DESCRIBING A CHEF’S UNIFORM

KNOWLEDGE FIELDS

- THE ORIGIN OF THE UNIFORM

Clothing

Vocabulary

1. Read the text and look at the image of the chef. 

The chef’s and cook’s uniform is worn

2. Complete the boxes with the correct name 
for each part of the uniform.

a cook’s white hat

a dish cloth or a “torchon”

sturdy slip resistant shoes

white or black cloth buttons 

a white necktie or neckerchief

a white knee length apron

check trousers or pants (the American word for trousers)

a long sleeved double breasted and double cuffed jacket

• primarily  for safety reasons to:
- protect the body against burns from hot liquids and other

injuries from accidents
- protect the body from heat rays from ovens and grills

• for hygienic reasons to:
- absorb perspiration while working in a hot kitchen
- be easily laundered so that it looks clean and fresh to give

the chef a smart appearance

• for historical reasons to:
- show professional respect and portray a commercial image 
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Reading
The chef’s uniform
3. Read the text and answer the questions below.

The white hat has become a symbol

and is like a badge. It identifies a person

who is learning to cook or a

professional cook. The only other

colour hat that is acceptable is black

but this can only be worn by chefs

recognised and awarded by chefs’

associations for excellence and

achievement in the field of cookery.

The hat is designed to protect hair from

the smoke and oil in the kitchen, to

allow the air to circulate on top of the

head, to prevent loose hairs from falling

onto food and to absorb perspiration

from the forehead.

The necktie or neckerchief is

usually a large triangular piece of white

cotton cloth which is folded and worn

around the neck. It was originally worn

to absorb perspiration and protect

against draughts in hot underground

kitchens. Nowadays, in more modern

air conditioned kitchens it is only worn

as a symbol.

The white jacket protects the chest

and arms from the heat of the stoves

and splashes from hot liquids. It is

double breasted and long sleeved to give

maximum protection with cloth

buttons (which withstand frequent

washing) which must always be

buttoned up. This way the jacket

provides four layers of cloth to protect

the front of the body.  The jacket is also

usually double cuffed for the same

reason. Only a vest is usually worn

under the jacket.

The white apron is rectangular in

shape and is designed to protect the

lower body from spilled hot liquids. It

is folded and tied around the waist and

should be worn to just below the knee.

The dishcloth or torchon (which is

French for dishcloth) is also known as a

rubber and is used to protect the hands

while handling hot pots and pans. It

must be kept dry and be readily

available so is tucked into the waist of

the chef’s apron.

Traditional cook’s pants have a small

black or blue check pattern which helps

camouflage minor spills and stains.

They must be comfortable so are

usually quite baggy making them

cooler to wear.

S hoes must be sturdy and provide

support and protection to the feet as

chefs are on their feet most of the time

they work. 

They must not be tight and socks

should always be worn with them. 

Most chefs prefer to wear clogs (like

hospital doctors do) as they are

comfortable to wear and have a slip

resistant sole.

The origin of the chef’s uniform dates

back to after the fall of the Byzantine

Empire nearly 600 years ago. The

imperial chefs hid in monasteries

amongst the priests and monks and

wore the same long robes and tall hats

that they wore. The only difference was

that the priests’ clothes were black and

the chefs’ were grey. 

Then in the mid 1800s a French chef

Marie-Antoine Carème thought that

white was more appropriate and that it

expressed cleanliness in the kitchen. It

was also at this time that his kitchen

staff began to wear double breasted

jackets. Carème also thought that the

hat should be of different heights to

distinguish the cooks from the chefs.

The chefs wore the tall hats and the

younger cooks wore shorter hats,

similar to a cap.

In the 1950s paper chef hats were

invented to look like cloth but could be

disposed of once they were soiled.

1. Why do chefs wear a uniform?

2. What is the importance of the hat?

3. Can chefs choose between black and white for the colour of their hat?

4. Why was the necktie originally worn? Is it still worn today?

5. What is the jacket like?

6. Why is the jacket double breasted?

7. What do chefs wear to protect the lower body?

8. Can you describe the traditional chef’s trousers?

9. Why is the type of footwear worn so important?

10. What is the history of the cook’s uniform?
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Vocabulary

4. Solve the anagrams of words taken from the text using their Italian equivalents to help you.

SUDORE I O A T N P S R E R P I

DISTINTIVO G D A B E

AMBITO L D E I F

PREMIATI W D D A E A R

RISULTATI RAGGIUNTI V I E H C N T E A M E

CAPELLI CADUTI O O E S L R H A I S

COLLO K N E C

CORRENTI D’ARIA H G D R U A T S

PETTO S T H C E

MACCHIE E S H P L A S S

A DOPPIO PETTO L B O U D E R A S D E B T E

MAGLIETTA INTIMA T V S E

INFILATO K C T U D E  N I

MIMETIZZARE O U E G A L F M A C

LARGHI, AMPI G G Y B A

ZOCCOLI L O C G S

SUOLA E S O L

5. Find the odd man out in the following word groups.

1. chef waitress cook storekeeper

2. hat apron shirt necktie

3. boots clogs trousers sandals

4. mark dirty splash stain

Speaking

6. Work in pairs. Discuss with your partner the following topics.

1. What do you usually wear when you work in a kitchen?
2. What do you find uncomfortable to wear?
3. Would you propose any changes to the uniform? Why?
4. Do you think chefs worldwide like wearing a uniform? 

PERSPIRATION



S T U D Y  P R A C T I C E

Reading
Katy’s uniform

1. Look at the photo of Katy, 
an assistant chef in a large 
hotel restaurant, and read the
description of what she is wearing. 
There are FIVE mistakes – can 
you find them?

Writing
My cooking teacher

2. Take a picture of one of your cooking teachers wearing his professional uniform and write a
similar description to the one of Katy above.

19Unit 2 • Clothing

First of all, we can see that Katy is
wearing her chef’s hat to
completely cover her hair. She has
got a neckerchief around her neck
and she is wearing a double
breasted jacket with black buttons
and a grey apron. In one hand she
is holding a wooden cooking
utensil. Under her apron she is
wearing grey striped trousers.

NAME OF TEACHER:

He / She is wearing
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Unit 1 The staffUnit 3

BASIC COMPETENCES

- DESCRIBING THE AREAS OF A

PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN

- DESCRIBING THE LOCATION OF

DIFFERENT SECTIONS AND APPLIANCES

KNOWLEDGE FIELDS

- THE RULES IN A PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN

- PLACE PREPOSITIONS

The professional kitchen

Vocabulary
The kitchen layout

“pastry and bakery”
The brick-lined oven used for
bread, rolls, and pastries.

“candy making”
The hotplate on the left is used
for cooking items required in
pastry such as candied citrus
peel.

“ice cream
making”
On the left  is the ice
cream machine. The ice
cream refrigerator, on
the right, is where the
ice cream is held at the
perfect temperature for
serving.

”meat butchering”
When meats are being
butchered, the chopping block
and work table are moved to the
center of the space so work can
be performed from both sides.

1

2

3

4 5

6
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Chefs, cooks, commis: all of these people work – and are often pressed for time – in a professional kitchen: it can
be a problem sharing a common area where one is likely to get in another’s way… .

Therefore the layout of a professional kitchen must be sensible and practical, featuring different sections, it must
be well ventilated and brightly lit. Extractor fans expel cooking vapours and stale air. Surfaces are designed to be
easily cleaned and disinfected.

Modern restaurant kitchens are designed based on the principle of “marching forward”, a central part of the
various civil codes and guidelines that new restaurants must meet. All foodstuffs enter and move around the
kitchen in such a way that they never cross paths with unclean items of kitchen ware.

The plan you can see on these pages is the layout of a kitchen built using the principle of “marching forward”.

”beverages”
This is the beverage
preparation area with a
line-up of coffee
machines. The
refrigerator on the right
holds mineral water, soft
drinks, juice, and beer.

“hot food preparation”
The large central stove has four
open gas burners and four
electric burners. They are used
for slow cooking methods while
the shelf over the centre is used
to keep small baked items warm
and crisp.

”service”
On the right is the service
counter: the lamps are used to
warm hot dishes, the lower
countertop is for cold dishes.

“dish washing”
Soiled dishes and glasses are
placed in the dishwasher which
washes and sanitizes the
contents automatically.

7

8

9

10

11
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In this area dishes, pots and pans are washed and stored. There are both dishwashers and sinks – the latter 
for pots that cannot be washed in dishwashers.

It is mainly used for pasta, pastry and dessert making.

In this area (also called cold/freezing store) perishable foods are stored in a large walk-in cooler and/or 
freezer.

Non-perishable foods and equipment are kept here.

Seafood is cleaned and filleted here before being placed in cold storage.

Usually appetizers and salads are assembled here. This area is provided with large counters for the 
preparation of cold dishes.

This is the chef’s work area. Hot dishes are prepared here. This area is usually divided into sections: roast, 
sauce, fish, vegetable.

Meat is butchered and portioned here before being placed in cold storage.

Fruit and vegetables are washed here.

Bread and rolls are prepared here.

In this area orders are placed and dishes are collected by waiters.

2. Combine two or three words to make up six areas or sections of the professional kitchen.

Speaking

3. Answer the following questions by
referring to what you have learnt about a
professional kitchen.

1. What are the features of a good professional
kitchen layout? 
2. Can you describe the principle of “marching
forward”? 
3. What are the main areas of a professional
kitchen? 
4. Are meat and fish immediately placed in cold
storage when they are received in the kitchen? 
5. Where does the chef usually work? 
6. Can you describe the kitchen in your school / in
the restaurant where you work?

1. Look at the plan on pages 20-21 and match the different areas and sections of the kitchen
with the following descriptions.

10

preparation

candy butchering hot

fish

food

refrigeratormaking

potstorage

dry

fruit & vegetable
washing
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AT: We met at the restaurant. (luogo specifico)
The pub is at 13, Somerset Street. (indirizzo)

IN: My friend lives in London.
The soup is in the dish.

ON: Put the pan on a low flame.
The glasses are on the table.

OVER: There is a lamp over the worktop.
ABOVE: There is a painting of the old pub above the sideboard.
UNDER: The oven is under the hotplate.
IN FRONT OF: John is in front of me in the queue.
OPPOSITE: Mary is sitting opposite Sarah at the table.
BEHIND: The fast food restaurant is behind the museum.
NEAR: The new restaurant is near my house.
NEXT TO : The fridge is next to the cooker.
BETWEEN: The dishwasher is between the sink and the cupboard.
AMONG: Tips are usually distributed among all the waiters.
ON THE RIGHT / LEFT (OF): The dining room is on the left of the kitchen.
IN THE CORNER (OF): There’s a dessert trolley in the corner of the room on the right.

Grammar
Place prepositions

4. Here is the kitchen of a small restaurant. Answer the questions about the various parts of the
kitchen using appropriate place prepositions.

Entering the kitchen
1. What can you see in front of you? 5. Where is the hot cupboard?
2. Where is the service counter? 6. Where is the bakery section?
3. Where is the table with the cutting boards? 7. Where is the oven?
4. Where are the utensils kept? 8. And where is the dishwasher?

Í
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S T U D Y  P R A C T I C E
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1. Imagine you are having a cookery lesson in your school. The teacher has told you to get ready
to prepare “pasta allo scoglio”. Plan the activities following the scheme above.

1. What are the ingredients you need for “pasta allo scoglio”? 
2. Work methodically: how do you start?
3. What are the trimmings in this case?
4. What equipment do you need?
5. How long do you think it will take you to prepare this dish?
6. Which parts of the kitchen will you work at? 

Read and write
Failing to plan is planning to fail

PLANNING NOT ONLY YOUR SPACE, 
BUT ALSO YOUR TIME

what is to be done?
why is it to be done?

where is it to be done?
when is it to be done?
how is it to be done?

While working in the kitchen, you
need to plan every activity in
advance, making the most of the
limited time available to you. A
strategic approach towards time
planning is to ask yourself the
following questions:

When considering time planning,
you will also need to consider the
following factors related to space:
- arrange items requiring
preparation so that the sequence of
work requires the least movement
- work methodically, usually from
your left to right
- maintain separate containers for

all trimmings1

- keep your working area clean at
all times, cleaning and washing as
you go
- when preparing large quantities of
food, organise the food so that
lifting2 and moving items is
reduced to a minimum
- have all equipment ready to hand
- arrange all food in containers,
trays or bowls at all times. This will
help to keep your work area clear
and reduce the risk of cross-
contamination

What else do you need to think
about?
- the recipe required
- the number of portions
- the time required for preparation  
and cooking

- ingredients
- the cooking method
- the style of service

1 trimmings: scarti
2 lifting: sollevare

(text abridged from: V.A. “Food Preparation andCooking: Cookery Units”, StanleyThornes Publishers Ltd)



Grammar

2. Look at this kitchen and describe the position of the objects using place prepositions (check
the Grammar section on p. 23). For some sentences you can use more than one preposition.

1. There are some pots and pans the cooker.

2. There is a washing machine the dishwasher.

3. The food processor is the toaster.

4. There is a microwave oven of the kitchen

5. There is a window the sink.

6. The lady is the work top, she is cleaning it.

25Unit 3 • The professional kitchen

1

2
3

4

5

6
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Unit 1 The staffUnit 4

BASIC COMPETENCES

- EXPLAINING THE PURPOSE OF

DIFFERENT ITEMS OF KITCHEN

EQUIPMENT

- IDENTIFYING FOOD SAFETY

PROCEDURES

KNOWLEDGE FIELDS

- KITCHEN APPLIANCES, UTENSILS AND

COOKWARE

- THE HACCP PRINCIPLES

- MODAL VERBS: MUST, CAN ,MAY

Kitchen equipment

Appliances

blast chiller bain-marie coldroom combination oven

crepe machine cooker deep fryer dishwasher

glasswasher pot washer freezer fridge

a b c d

e f g h

i j k l
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Vocabulary

1. Identify the 15 pictures corresponding to the Italian nouns written below.

1. q forno combinato 6. q friggitrice 11.q fornelli

2. q vaporiera 7. q tritacarne 12.q cella frigorifera

3. q forno a microonde 8. q scaldapiatti 13.q impastatrice

4. q affetta verdure 9. q affettatrice 14.q forno a convezione

5. q lavapiatti 10. q robot da cucina 15.q abbattitore rapido di temperatura

mixer / blender microwave oven plate warmer

hot cupboard salamander griddle steamer

slicing machine kneading machine mincing machine convection oven 

m n o

vegetable slicer

p

q r s t

u v w x

d
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TO COOK combination oven

TO REFRIGERATE / TO STORE coldroom

TO PREPARE FOR ANOTHER STAGE mixer / blender

TO GET READY TO SERVE plate warmer

TO WASH

2. Group the appliances on pp. 26-27 according to their function in the kitchen.

Listen and read
The history of kitchen appliances 

3. Listen to this passage and fill in the missing words.

Canteen kitchens (and castle kitchens) were often the places where new was used first. For

instance, Benjamin Thompson’s “energy saving stove”, an early 19th century fully-closed iron 

using one fire to heat several , was designed for large kitchens; another thirty years passed before

they were adapted for use.

Today’s restaurant kitchens typically have tiled walls and floors and use stainless for

other surfaces such as and door and drawer fronts because

these materials are durable and easy to . Professional kitchens

are often with gas stoves, as these allow cooks to regulate the

heat quicker and more finely than electrical stoves. Some special

are typical for professional kitchens, such as large installed

, steamers, or a Bain Marie. 

The and convenience food1 trends have also changed the

way restaurant kitchens operate. There is a trend for restaurants to only

“ ” delivered convenience food or even just re-heat completely

prepared meals, maybe at the utmost a hamburger or a

steak.

1 convenience food: cibo, alimenti (quasi) pronti

≤2
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Grammar
Modal verbs

Must si usa per esprimere necessità, obbligo.
Can si usa per descrivere una capacità, un’abilità e per chiedere un permesso in modo informale.
May si usa per chiedere un permesso in modo formale e per esprimere possibilità.

5. This is the first cookery lesson of the school year and it is the first time the students have
entered the school kitchen.
Fill in the blank spaces using modal verbs. One answer is in the negative form.

TEACHER: Now, boys and girls, this is the school kitchen and before starting working I want to explain to you the

use of the various sections and appliances you see here. Have you got any questions?

STUDENT: Yes, we always wear a uniform before entering the kitchen?

TEACHER: Of course you , the changing room is the first room to enter before starting work and

you always have the complete uniform on, from head to toe.

STUDENT: I keep my mobile phone in the pocket of the jacket?

TEACHER: No, you may not. It is against the school rules.

Now, this is the hot preparation section. Here you see the various appliances used for

preparing and cooking food. These are the gas burners, you see there are six of them

on this side and six on the other side of the worktop.

STUDENT: And, what is this?

TEACHER: This is the hot cupboard where food and dishes are kept warm.

STUDENT: I open it to see inside?

TEACHER: Sure, go ahead. You see there are racks where the dishes are arranged.

STUDENT: the dishes stay in the hot cupboard for long?

TEACHER: It depends, but they stay longer than fifteen minutes.

STUDENT: And is this an oven?

TEACHER: Yes, it is a combination oven, for roasting and steaming… .

6. Listen and check.

MODALE FORMA AFFERMATIVA FORMA NEGATIVA FORMA INTERROGATIVA

Must You must wear the uniform. You mustn’t wear jewellery. Must I wear a hat?

Can You can cook very well. You can’t cook very well. Can you help me?

May It may be too much. It may not be enough. May I start cooking?

≤3

4. Read the text again and answer to the following questions.

1. What are the appliances mentioned in the passage? 
2. What materials are used in kitchens? 
3. What kinds of energy are used in kitchens? 
4. What is the new trend in some restaurant kitchens?
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Vocabulary

7. Solve the anagrams and find the names of eight kitchen knives.

G I N B O N (KNIFE): 

P O P C H E R: 

K L A C S O L M O S (KNIFE): 

N I R V A G C (KNIFE): 

L A E R E C V: 

T L U R P O Y S A R H E S: 

R E F E R E Z (KNIFE): 

A L L E G E V E P E T R E B E: 

large cook’s knife small cook’s knife filleting knife

carving knife boning knife freezer knife

bread knife ham knife vegetable knife

fruit knife poultry knife poultry shears

cleaver chopper vegetable peeler

Knives and utensils

BONING KNIFE
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meat flattener corer grater

colander fish scaler funnel

whisk salad spinner scales

strainer sieve bowl

ladle skimmer tongs

1. q funnel a. schiumarola

2. q grater b. frusta

3. q sieve c. squama-pesci

4. q colander d. mestolo

5. q bowl e. batticarne

6. q ladle f. colino

7. q scales g. imbuto

8. q fish scaler h. molle 

9. q corer i. colapasta

10. q tongs j. levatorsoli / scavino

11. q salad spinner k. scola-insalata

12. q whisk l. grattugia 

13. q meat flattener m. setaccio

14. q strainer n. ciotola

15. q skimmer o. bilancia

8. Match the English names of utensils on the left with the corresponding Italian names on the
right.

g
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Pots and pans

Listening
For every pot, there's a purpose…

9. Match each description to its corresponding pot or pan, then listen and check your answers.

1. Top-performing copper is heavy-duty and responsive, with a shiny stainless interior that’s easy to see into and
durable. Copper tarnishes easily, but when it’s cared for, it looks great. Ideal for slow cooking sauces.

2. Great for stove-to-oven roasts and stews and long, slow simmering. Its light-coloured interior makes it easy to
see into for deglazing sauces.

3. This old faithful needs thorough drying and constant oiling, but nothing takes high heat better, holds it as
long, or puts a better crust on cornbread1. It’s durable – and cheap, too.

4. Simmer soup or cook a big batch of tomato sauce in this. It will do double-duty for boiling pasta and steaming
vegetables, too.

5. Stainless coating with aluminium sandwiched all the way through makes for a responsive, durable, attractive
pan. Great for frying, deglazing, and, of course, sautés. And it goes from stove to oven.

6. This heavy-weight non-stick stands up to high heat and wear, goes from stove to oven, has an easy-gripping
handle, and cooks delicate omelettes as well as Cajun pork chops.
(http://www.circulon.com)

1 cornbread: focaccia di granturco

≤4

4a. q stockpot

b. q sauté pan

d. q frying pan

e. q oven casserole f. q non-stick frying pan
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Baking equipment

spring-form pan loaf pan baking mould

savarin tin flan ring plumcake tin

tartlet moulds muffin pan pastry cutters

rolling pin cake plate icing bag and nozzles

Vocabulary

10. Match the items of bakeware with the descriptions of their use.

BAKEWARE USE

1. q baking mould a. baking vegetable or fruit flans

2. q savarin tin b. decorating cakes

3. q spring-form pan c. displaying cakes

4. q muffin pan d. rolling out dough

5. q tartlet moulds e. baking plumcakes

6. q rolling pin f. browning muffins

7. q icing bag g. baking bread

8. q plumcake tin h. baking small tarts

9. q flan ring i. baking savarin

10. q pastry cutters j. baking cakes that cannot be turned over

11. q loaf pan k. baking soft cakes

12. q cake plate l. cutting out biscuits and small pastries

k
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Safety in the kitchen

Reading
Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points

11. Read the text and answer the questions about HACCP on p. 35.

Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP) is a systematic preventive approach to food safety that tackles
physical, chemical and biological hazards as a means of prevention rather than finished product inspection. HACCP
is used in the food industry to identify potential food safety hazards, so that key actions, known as Critical Control
Points (CCP’s) can be taken to prevent, reduce or eliminate the risk of a hazard before it’s too late. The system is
used at all stages of food production and preparation processes.
This method, which in effect seeks to identify and monitor unsafe practices, differs from traditional “produce and
test” quality assurance methods which are less successful and inappropriate for highly perishable foods.

The HACCP Seven Principles

HACCP is based around seven established principles which are represented below. 

www.wikipedia.com

The last stage of the diagram above refers to principles 6 and 7: in this stage verification procedures are established
to determine the validity of the HACCP plan and that the system is operating according to the plan; finally record-
keeping and documentation procedures are established.

q

q

q

q

q

Identification of CCP’s
Critical Control Points throughout the production process of the product are

established.

Monitoring of CCP Prevention Measures
A system is established to monitor prevention measures at a CCP: for example, 

a computer system would monitor and log1 the temperature.

HACCP & CCP Log
Maintain a log system of all the CCP’s; also, this would include records of CCP control

methods and action taken to correct potential problems.

1 log: registrare (dati) 2 precaution: azione correttiva

Analyze Hazards
Potential hazards to the food safety are recognized; in addition measures to regulate

and control the hazards are identified.

CCP Prevention Measures
A prevention measure is established at all CCP’s: for example, minimal cooking time 

or temperature at a certain point in the product line.

CCP Not Met
Establish a precaution2 when the CCP hasn’t beem met, for example, if the 
temperature is too low, the computer will alarm the batch to be destroyed.
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1. What kind of approach is used with HACCP? 
2. What kind of hazards does HACCP deal with? 
3. What are the CCP’s?

12. Read about the seven principles of HACCP again and reorder the 
stages of food safety procedures.

a. q Establishing monitoring procedures.

b. q Determining critical control points.

c. q Recording the hazard analysis and the HACCP plan.

d. q Identifying and analysing hazards.

e. q Establishing verification procedures.

f. q Taking corrective actions.

g. q Establishing critical limits and prevention measures.

Food safety
Listen and read

Food borne illness

13. Listen to the following article about food borne illness and answer the questions below.

If heat is used in the preparation of food, this can kill or inactivate potentially harmful organisms including bacteria

and viruses. The effect will depend on temperature, cooking time, and technique used. The temperature range

from 4°C to 57 °C (41°F to 135°F) is the “food danger zone”. Between these temperatures bacteria can grow rapidly.

Under the correct conditions these organisms can double in number every twenty minutes. The food may not appear

any different or spoiled but can be harmful to anyone who eats it. Meat, poultry, dairy products, and other prepared

food must be kept outside of the “food danger zone” to remain safe to eat. Refrigeration and freezing do not kill

bacteria, but only slow their growth. 

Cutting boards are a potential breeding ground for bacteria, and can be quite hazardous unless safety precautions

are taken. Plastic cutting boards are less porous than wooden ones and are far less likely to harbour bacteria. Washing

and sanitising cutting boards is highly recommended, especially after use with raw meat, poultry, or seafood. Hot

water and soap followed by a rinse with diluted bleach (1 Tbsp / gal1 water), or a trip through the dishwasher, are

effective methods for reducing the risk of illness due to contaminated cooking implements. 

1 gallon: 1 UK gallon = 4,54 litri - 1 US gallon = 3,7 litri

1. What can kill bacteria and viruses? 
2. What factors can effect the inactivation of harmful organisms? 
3. Which is the “food danger zone” and why? 
4. Does freezing kill bacteria? 
5. Where else can bacteria grow easily? 
6. Is it better to use plastic or wooden boards?
7. How can cutting boards be sanitized?




